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Keeping the Native on the Reservation:
The Struggle for Leslie Marmon Silko's
Ceremony

JEFF KAREM

.As Leslie Marmnon Silko was preparing to publish her first novel, Ceremony
(1977), she faced serious interventions from her editor at Viking Press,
Richard Seaver. Most notably, in the final proofs sent to Silko before Ceremony
went to press, Seaver had eliminated much of the author's most challenging
literary and cutlttural material, particularly her representations of the world-
historical forces connected to her protagonist's personal quest. Seaver's bat-
terv of rexisions suggested a discomfort with the globalizing aspirations of
Silko's novel and a preference for a more contained narrative of reservation
life. According to Silko, Seaver was so committed to his changes that he "made
ominous sounlds about 'not being able to support the book' unless [she] gave
in."I Fortunately, Silko stood by her original manuscript, replving to her edi-
tor 'with a letter entitled "A Commentarv on the Gallevs," in which she
defended the "unconventional" elements of her novel as essential to her fic-
tional and cultural vision. Although Silko succeeded in convincing Seaver to
restore her text, it is important for scholars to consider her conflicts with her
editor, as this episode offers a cautionary tale about the dangers Native
American authors face from a literarv establishment that seeks to shape their
works into more familiar representations. In this essay I use previously unpub-
lished archival evidence from Silko's papers at the Beinecke Library to docu-
ment her conflicts with Seaver, reconstnicting the "horizon of expectations" 2

against which the author had to struggle in order to realize her innovative
vision.

My reading of Ceremony refocuses critical attention on Silko's global aims
because most of her readers, like her editor, have tried to minimize the glob-
alizing aspects of her work. Many scholars have employed structuralist para-
digms for interpreting the text, reading the healing process in the novel as the
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realignment of intracultural vectors, such as a rebalancing of the power of the
sun in the east with the power of the mountains in the north.3 As illuminating
as these structuralist approaches may be, they fail to reckon with the conver-
gence of a number of extracultural factors in the novel, such as white incur-
sions into the region, the national demands placed upon the region in World
War II, and the global threats that challenge all of humanity by the end of the
novel. The structuralist strain in Silko criticism also runs the risk of ahistori-
cism in relying on Franz Boas's early twentieth century descriptions of Pueblo
tradition as the interpretive key to a late twentieth century novel, grounding
its interpretations in the mistaken assumptions that indigenous practices must
remain the same over time.

Most interpreters of the healing quest completed by Tayo, the novel's pro-

tagonist, have kept Silko "on the reservation" by underestimated the scope of
the concluding ceremony. Charles Larson argues, for example, that by the
end of Ceremony "the reservation ... emerges as a refuge from the outside
world" and that in the novel "one can identify a kind of isolationist attitude
concerning tribal life today."4 Karen Wallace reads the novel as a variety of bil-
dungsroman, in which the completion of the quest marks the acquisition of
"a secure sense of self' for Tayo.5 Paula Gunn Allen perceives the concluding
work of the novel to be an articulation of a "tribal consciousness" for the Keres
Indian tribes.6 While these statements all point to essential elements of the
cultural work of Ceremony, they show little regard for the broader geographi-
cal context in which Silko explores these questions-namely, the global strug-
gle against the Destroyers that Silko connects to the local setting of Laguna
and Los Alamos. Although it is true that Ceremony represents Laguna ways as
distinct from those of most of the world, Laguna itself is not represented as
isolated, but as intricately connected with the world beyond the reservation.

Those scholars who have responded to both the local and the global aims
of Ceremony, such as Alan Velie and Shamoon Zamir, have limited their inter-
pretations by privileging one side of the global/local dialectic. Velie, for
example, pays attention to the novel's broader mythological designs, but
apprehends them almost exclusively via European models, such as Jesse
Weston's anthropological study of the Fisher King legend, From Ritual to
Romance. Indeed, Velie argues that Ceremony can best be described as a
"Laguna grail story"-a reading that has the unfortunate effect of assimilating
Silko's narrative into an ahistorical Western archetype, rather than exploring
the historically specific cultural and aesthetic work of her text.7 Zamir, in con-
trast, shows an unexamined allegiance to the text's localism. For Zamir,
Ceremony emerges "as a paradoxical mixture of a newly emergent regionalist
resistance and an internalization of global forms that simultaneously erases
this resistance."8 Zamir reads the local-global tension in the novel in parallel
with the combination of Native narration and Western forms, ultimately criti-
cizing the novel for its debts to Western narrative traditions, which stand as a
kind of textual correlative for the external forces threatening Laguna. If Velie
values Silko's novel for its echoes of the Western grail story, Zamir criticizes it
for that very reason, fearing that Silko's indigenous resistance has been
domesticated by her incorporation of non-Native narrative forms. I will argue
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an opposite proposition: that rather than letting external forms impinge on
her novel's regional allegiances, Silko creates a regional portrait that claims a
proprietanr share in the shape of modern history, in effect imposing her local-
ist scheme on the Western world's understanding of itself.

What is thus lacking from most readings of Ceremonv is a balanced appre-
ciation of the simultaneously global and local designs of the novel-a vision
that manifested itself very early in her drafting of the novel. In an unpub-
lislhed preface to CeremonY, Silko traces the origins of the piece:

Ceremony began as a short story. I wanited to write a humorous story-
somethinlg light hearted. I had in mind the funny stories I heard while
I was growsing up, about the lengths some persons would go for a cold
beer. I had in mind an alcoholic veteran of the 2-1 WAorld WAar, whose
family, primarily his mother, had gone to lengths to keep him away
from bars and liquor- stores.., after about two paragraphs, I realized
that the storv was not light-hearted or humorouis as I had intended;
and already I vas wondering why only some of the veterans were
stricken with the "war disease" wh1ile many others were able to return
to live nor-miial lives."

As Silko desciibes it, Ceremony emerged from her transfonning and extending
the expected figures of Native American fiction. In particular, Silko takes up a
w%idelv disseminated image of Native American identity-the reservation
drunk-and puts it to complex use beyond its original boundaries. Rather than
attributifng the problem of alcoholism to a generalized, ahistorical sense of reser-
vation despair, she repositions it as a specific ailment-the "war disease" emerg-
ing fi-om W'orld W7ar II-that afflicts some, but not all, veterans. Long before she
finished her first manuscript draft, Silko began sketching potential conclusions
addressing the issue of "war disease," each offering a warning that extended far
beyond the reservation. In one versioni, for example, the narrative voice admon-
ishes humanitv not to be fooled by the poweer of "engines and machines / plas-
tic and steel / electricity and atomic bombs."") The closing fragments also reveal
an ambivalent relation to tribal tradition, arguLing that the Lag-una must not let
adherence to the past ossify their culture:

You think it is over?
Do you think that time has ended?
You claim to believe in the old way,
and you sav you want to stay w.ith it,
and let nothlinlg change.
but in that case, it is dead.
I believe that time has never ended
that time goes on even now.
The stories go on
just the same
just the way it always did
back then. II
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Silko's drafted conclusion does not advocate a pure loyalty to traditionalist

ways, but argues for the dynamism of Laguna culture in the present. Her

vision of indigenous traditions as continuous but changing subverts the dom-

inant American assumption that Native culture is either static or moribund.

Silko's ideas about cultural dynamism were especially timely in the 1970s, the

decade that witnessed a blossoming of white-sponsored Native American

anthologies claiming to offer authentic fragments of soon-to-be extinct cul-

tures.'2

In light of Silko's interest in the meeting of past and present, of ways old

and new, it is no surprise to discover that much of Ceremony is concerned with

questions of entanglement. The central protagonist of Ceremony, Tayo, must
wrestle not only with the "war disease" brought on by his service in World War

II, but also a host of cultural conflicts facing him as a mixed-descent Laguna

living in late twentieth-century America. Across the scope of the novel, Tayo

encounters traditional and non-traditional ways of life, Native and non-Native

influences, and local and global forces. Tayo's quest in Ceremony demands a

sorting out of all these cultural entanglements, a negotiation of binary oppo-

sitions in order to recapture a fruitful connection to the world. At the begin-

ning of the novel, Tayo has not found himself equal to this task, however, and

his mind is a cacophony of conflicting influences-Japanese voices, white

voices, Laguna voices, and fever voices all course through his brain.

One of Silko's greatest achievements is demonstrating Tayo's mental con-

flicts via her formal presentation of his consciousness, revealing the intricate

associative logic that governs and torments him. Tayo's first extensive reverie

begins with a description of his mind as a series of things roped together: "He

had not been able to sleep for a long time-for as long as t;hings had become

tied together like colts in a single file when he andJosiah had taken them to

the mountain, with the halter rope of one colt tied to the tail of the colt ahead

of it."13 In this passage, his family's routine activity of ranching takes on a

more troubling cast as Tayo recognizes it as a figure for his conflicted mental

state. The concreteness of this image does lead Tayo into a moment of relief,

as he recalls his enjoyment of the horses: "He could still see them now-the

creamy sorrel, the bright red bay, and the gray roan-their slick summer coats

reflecting the sunlight as it came up from behind the yellow mesas" (C 6). The

particular colors of the horses remind him of his aunt's sewing threads, evok-

ing, unfortunately, another analogy for his troubled mind: "He could get no

rest so long as the memories were tangled with the present, tangled up like

the colored- threads from Grandma's wicker sewing basket when he was a

child.... He could feel it inside his skull-the tension of little threads being

pulled and how it was with tangled things, things tied together, and as he tried

to pull them apart and rewind them into their places, they snagged and tan-

gled even more" (C 6-7).
In response to this tension, Tayo struggles for a stabilizing image, a figure

that will bring this tangle of a consciousness to a halt: "he had to sweat to think

of something that wasn't unraveled or tied in knots to the past-something

that existed by itself-standing alone like a deer" (C 7). But even that idea

becomes connected to something else in Tayo's mind: "It worked as long as
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the deer was alone, as long as hie could keep it a gray buck on an unlrecog-
nized hill; but if he did not hold it tiglht, it would spin awav from him and
become the dleer he and Rocky hacl huLnted" (C 7). The hunted deer becomes
a double tormenit to Tavo, as it evokes memories of his fiiendship with his
dead brothei; as well as a specific scene on "some nameless Pacific island,"
when they discussed the deer in the momenits before theJapanese attack that
killed Rockv. W'ith this recollectioni Tavo's mind has, to his frustration, come
full circle, and the past has once again become mi-ed with the present. The
very image in whichl he soughlt solace-the solitary cleer-returns him to the
troubled state in whichl he began.

Tavo's flow of consciousiness across time and space demonstrates, early in
the novel, that his personal struggle canniot be confinied to the physical space
of his tribal land, or to the particular challenges he faces in the present. In
fact, many of Tayo's entanglemiienits, according to Silko, are part of the legacy
thiat all Native Americanis struggle with in the wake of European conquest.
The influenice of thie Europeanis hias been so far-reachinig that even the most
reliable sour-ce of grounldinig-tlhe tribal earth-has become potentially alien
to its people, for it "had become entanigled with Europeall names: the names
of rivers, thie hiills, the names of the animilals and plants-all of creation stid-
denlv lhad two namies: an Indiani name ancd a white name" (C 68). This gen-
eral change has a personal impact on Tavo, as the European words obstruct
hiis owin sense of self: "now the feelings were twisted, tangled roots, and all the
names for the source of this growth were buried unider English words, out of
reaclh" (C69).

The accounlt of Tayo's Iingtiistic and emotional entanglemenits was one of
the key passages that Silko's editor tried to change. Seaver emended Silko's
depiction of an oppressive power relationship into a portrait of neutral inter-
mixture: "the feelings wer-e twisted, tangled roots, all the names, Indian
names, white namies, bul-ied out of reach."i 4 Seaver's version suggests an equal
relationiship between the Indliani and white names, in which both suffer the
fate of being "buried out of reach" in Tayo's consciousniess. What is lost in this
revision is Silko's attributioni of agency to the English language-in her ver-
sion, the white words are not themselves but-ied, but are burying Native words
as they assume dominance. By erasinig the political confrolntation staged in
Silko's description, Seaver exonerates the English language of any responsi-
bility for the problems facing Tavo and the reservation.

Seaver's version of the relationslhip between English and the Laguna lan-
guage allows the reservation to be unlder-stood by readers as a cultural pre-
serve, a place safe from external incursion. Such faith in the security of the
local runis couniter to the entir-e spirit of CeremonY, as both Tavo's afflictions
and his redeeininig quest are bound tip withl forces far beyond the reservation.
At the beginning of the novel in particular, the legacy of the war in the Pacific
looms large in Tayo's consciousniess. Both durinig anid after the war Tayo is
hiaunlted by thie face of his L'ncle Josiah that he saw on a Japanese corpse.
While this idea is dismissed as a "halluciniationi" by his superiors, and indeed
by some sclholars as well,' 5 Tayo is recognizinig a commonalitv in life and
deatlh, across the lines of friend and foe. Indeed, one of the most powerful
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lessons that war teaches him is that death abrogates all differences, even

changing the appearances of racial color: "even white men were darker after
death. There was no difference when they were swollen and covered with
flies" (C 7). The Laguna reservation's struggle with death by drought is also
represented as connected to Tayo's war experience. Because "jungle rain had
no beginning or end," Tayo "damned" the rain in the war (C 14). The narra-
tive links this curse to the present drought: "So he had prayed the rain away,
and for the sixth year it was dry; the grass turned yellow and did not grow" (C
14). That what Tayo wishes for on one continent will affect another suggests

the deep interdependence that Silko perceives as binding together people
and places across the globe. At the same time, Silko roots the drought firmly
in Laguna tradition by explaining the disaster according to the Native tale of
Reed Woman and Corn Woman. According to this tale, Corn Woman scolded
her sister, Reed Woman, for splashing water all day, but when Reed Woman
stopped her seemingly frivolous bathing, the earth below dried up (C 13-14).
This tale, along with the power of Tayo's curse, demonstrate his uncleJosiah's
belief that all natural forces are "part of life," and that you ought not to "swear
at them," because disaster can result from upsetting those forces (C 46).

The primary solution Ceremony offers as a remedy for these entangled
forces is the image of the web. The medicine man Ku'oosh describes the
world to Tayo as "fragile," using a Laguna word that the narrator explains is
"filled with the intricacies of a continuing process, and with a strength inher-
ent in spider webs woven across paths through sand hills" (C 35). The image
of the spider web stands as a more fruitful arrangement of the filaments of life
than the entangled yarns that have formed Tayo's consciousness. As an image,
the web conveys an idea of strength through balance and interdependence.
Each strand must be anchored-none can stand alone-and each depends on
its brethren for support. Deploying the image of the web within rayo's own expe-
rience, one finds that his mistake in Asia was thinking that those strands would
not have resonance back home, that his actions there could not touch his native
land. Ku'oosh also finds a similar interdependence characteristic of language: "it
took a long time to explain the fragility and intricacy because no word exists
alone, and the reason for choosing each word had to be explained with a story
about why it must said this certain way" (C 35). In its narrative structure, Ceremony
bears out this principle in its periodic shift to Native stories that provide back-
grounds or parallels to events in Tayo's life, such as Reed-Woman and her role in
rains and drought. Within the folktales, Silko evokes the fragile threads of cre-
ation in a different register, revealing a chain of cooperation among natural crea-
tures in a parallel quest to redeem the drought-stricken earth. According to the
legend, the Laguna call on Hummingbird to send an offering of atonement to
Mother Corn to end the drought. Hummingbird, in turn, relies upon the help
of a series of fellow creatures, such as Fly, Caterpillar, and Buzzard, to complete
his quest. Humanity's survival is revealed to be dependent on the cooperation of
all beings in creation.

Given this sense of interdependence, it is no surprise that Tayo's sickness
is connected to issues beyond his personal experience of the war and the
reservation. Toward the end of the novel, as Tayo prepares for his healing cer-
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emonv, the medicine man Betonie begins to provide the global perspective
that Tavo has fumbled for but failed to grasp. Tayo has come to perceive the
breadth of the affliction he is confronting, tracing it to the whites in the New
World. He asks Betonie, "I wonder what good Indian ceremonies can do
against the sickness which comes from their wars, their bombs, their lies?" (C
132) Betonie replies by explaining that the source of this violence is outside
of whites, and traceable to a deeper evil extending beyond racial lines: "white
people are only tools that the uitchery manipulates; anld I tell youi, we can deal
with white people, with their machines and their beliefs. We can because we
invented white people; it was Indiain witchery that made white people in the
first place" (C 132). Betonie's assertion that the whites were created by the
Lagun1a stands as a crucial power play in Ceremony. Betonie tells the story of a
LaguLna witches' contest to see who can develop the most sinister spell-in
which one witch winis by proposing the idea of "white skin people" who "see
no life" and whlo wvill exploit the world as a "dead thing" (C 135).

By assigniig cultural priority and global power to indigenous Laguna,
Betonie's story reverses traditional Wkestern narratives, making the New WNorld
the Old, and reincorporating white civilization into a Native view of the world.
Betonie reveals an even more specific local-global connection in the witch's
prophecy of what the whites will find in the region: "Up here / in these hills

they will find the rocks, / rocks with veins of green and yellow and black. /
They u%ill lay the final pattern with these rocks / they will lav it across the
world / and explode everything" (C 137). Betonie allucles to the uranium in
New Mexico that wvent into making the atomic bomb, giving rise to the Trinity
Test and to the Los Alamos National Laboratory in the area. 'ith this gesture,
Silko situates this specific region in New Mexico as the alpha and the omega
of the world's fate: it is here that the whites were conjur-ed, here that the
whites came for the deadly rocks, and here that the witcherv must be stopped
via Tavo's ceremony. Bv giving Tavo a perspective on his problems that
extends bevond his interiority, Betonie forges a renewed connection among
Tavo, the land, and the world. In Silko's words, Betonie "puts Tavo in touch
with this larger feeling.., that he is part of humanity, and feeling a part again,
not just of the tribe, but of humaniity'v."'"

As part of his revision of the traditional Linderstandings of evil and the
whites, Betonie emphasizes to Tavo that the old ceremonies themselves must
be revised, that change itself is a crucial tool in his quest. According to
Betonie, because of chaniges in the world "it became necessary to create new
ceremonies ... things which don't shift and grow are dead things" (C 126).
Betonie's tale about the witches demonstrates these principles. In its language
and form, his story is a prose poem that mixes folk legend with contemporary
references. He compares the contest, for example, to "baseball tournaments
nowadays" (C 133) and puts ordinary American speech in the mouths of the
characters: "Okay you uin; vou take the prize, / but what you said just now-
/ it isn't funny / It doesn't sound so good" (C 138). Such modern elements
jar with ethnological expectations of mythic majesty from "pure" folktales, but
they help Betonie convey his message to Tavo bv speaking in a language that
he understancls.
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The shape of Silko's text itself bears out Betonie's principles: it is a cul-

tural and formal hybrid that draws upon many different genera and tradi-

tions. It has plot and character development typical of a novel, but finds a new

kind of polyphony in the periodic interruption by parallel folktales. Although

these tales are drawn from the oral traditions of Laguna, they are by no means

a set of "authentic" or pure stories. Silko has explained in interviews that she

draws upon both Pueblo and Navajo mythologies,17 and Shamoon Zamir has

demonstrated that the global witchery story is Silko's own invention.18 Silko

also hybridizes the Laguna storytelling tradition by using the same formal and

typographical structure to represent both the venerated folktales and the vet-

eran's bawdy stories: both are set apart as interpolated narratives, differenti-
ated from the prose text by separate, italicized stanzas. As David Moore

explains, Silko is committed to representing "even quotidian events as part of
the mythic song, breaking boundaries of sacred and profane."' 9 Byjuxtapos-

ing foundational narratives with contemporary stories, Silko (lepicts the con-

tinuity and inclusiveness of the Laguna oral tradition-that the old ways live

on but are always changing, as Betonie suggests to Tayo.
Hybridity and change are important not only to the form of the novel, but

also to Tayo himself, as he, like Silko, is the product of mixed parentage. His

mother was Laguna and his father was Mexican-a combination that gave him

the unusual eyes that so disturb his fellow Laguna. His uncle's companion, the
Night Swan, herself of mixed descent, explains to Tayo why people find his

hybridity so threatening: "They are afraid, Tayo. They feel something hap-

pening, they can see something happening around them, andl it scares them.
Indians or Mexicans or whites-most people are afraid of change. They think
that if their children have the same color of skin, the same color of eyes, that

nothing is changing.... They are fools. They blame us, the ones who look dif-

ferent" (C 99-100). The Night Swan suggests that concern for ethnic purity is

a kind of misplaced concreteness, a preoccupation with physical continuity

that overlays much deeper fears about changes in the entire world. As Rachel

Stein has suggested, "polarization itself, rather than any group of people is the

core problem" that confronts the characters in Ceremony.20

Over the course of the novel, Tayo's cultural mixture, which has been a

liability for him in other contexts, actually emerges as instrumental in his

quest. When he is a fugitive in the mountains trying to complete the ceremo-

ny, he avoids capture because the Laguna elders and government officials can-
not decide who has properjurisdiction over him. The mountain woman Ts'eh

tells him, "they haven't been able to agree.... they are trying to decide who

you are" (C 232-233). Hybridity as a concept also finds support in Betonie's

warning to Tayo about the precariousness of using racial lines to navigate the

world. When Tayo worries that his plight is the product of his mixed her-

itage-he wonders if it is "because my mother went with white men"-Betonie
replies, "Nothing is that simple.... You don't write off all the white people,

just like you don't trust all the Indians" (C 128). Silko singles out this discov-

ery as one of Tayo's most important realizations: "Tayo discovers that the

Destroyers and the destructive impulse don't reside with a single group or a

single race, and that to manipulate people into war or other conflicts is a
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hiumani trait, it is a worldi%ide thing. It's not just one group of people, that's
too simple."2 1

Betonie's admonishmenit "don't write off all the white people" mitigates
some of the critical energy that would confront white r eaders of the novel, but
Silko's editor still shiowedl considerable discomfort with the representation of
white power in Cerenmony. Consequentlv, Seaver adjusted Silko's description of
the "N%itcherv" to effect a greater exculpation of whites. In the original type-
script, Tavo realizes that a key strategv of the Destroyers is convincing their
victims that evil is a product of whites alone: "the people would see only the
losses, the land and the people since the whites came; it would work so that
the people would be fooled into blaming only the wlhites and not the witch-
ern." 22 This passage already shows that blaming whites exclusively for the pre-
sent troubles is a mistake-it is also the witchery at work-but Seaver
emended this passage into an even softer statement: "The witchery would be
at work all niglht, the people down below would be blaming the whites for all
the evil and not the w%itchenv." 2 3 W'ithout "only" to modify "whites," this pas-
sage suggests that the mistake the Lagunla might make is to blame whites at
all, rather- than them exclusively, for the "losses." In addition, Seaver replaced
the stinging mentioni of lost people and lost land witlh the less pointed term
of "evil."

Had Seaver succeeded in separating the whites from the witcherv, he
would have rendered a grave disservice to the conclusion of the novel, which
attempts to forge a newly fruitful connlection between local Native culttires
and the white world beyond. The fact that both whites and Natives are manip-
ulated by witcherv gives them a commoni fate, which obligates them to step
otutside their traditional cultural boundaries to fight the witchery together. In
partictilar, Tavo recognizes that the global threat of nuclear destruction
demands the cooperation of a common humanity. When Tavo visits an old
uranium mine shaft, he realizes that "he had arrived at the point of conver-
gence where the fate of all living things, and even the earth had been laid...
From that tinme on, humani beings were one clan again, united by the fate the

destroyers plannled for all of them, for all living things; united by a circle of
death that devoured people in cities twelve thousanid miles away, victims who
had never known these mesas, who had never seen the delicate colors of the
rocks which boiled uip their slauglhter" (C 246). In this passage Silko brings
together the local and the global with great force, as the region becomes the
nexus for deadly nuclear- forces. Silko draws a striking portrait of death and
alienation, in which the slauglhter of atomic war is macie even more horrific
by its distant quality. The ictiins of Tavo and his fellow soldiers in Asia did not
see their killers' faces, and these atomic-blast victims are equally alienated
from the beautiful lanidscape that gave birth to their death.

The mountainis also hold the beginnings of a solution, however. It is there
that Tavo %Nitnesses the fight between Emo and Harley, and makes a decision
that speeds him on the path to recovery, and completion of the ceremony.
This scene proved to be a key point of conflict between Silko and her editor,
as she used the violent confrontationi as a microcosmic representation of
humanity's battle with witchery. In Silko's typescript, when Tavo wvitnesses
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Emo murdering Harley, his horror at the violence before him assumes a

broad scope that extends beyond the immediate scene: "Tayo could not

endure it any longer. He was certain his own sanity would be destroyed if he

did not stop them, all the suffering and dying, people incinerated and explod-

ed, the little children sleeping on sidewalks outside Gallup bars."24 The expan-

siveness of Tayo's vision hinges on a capacious sense of "them," with the

pronoun referring not only to the combatants in this scene, but also to the

other Destroyers circulating in the novel. Tayo recognizes that the fight before

him is not an isolated conflict, but a component of larger patterns of violence

afflicting both the reservation and the world beyond, encompassing not only

other deaths on the reservation, but also victims of nuclear bombardment
across the ocean, whose death was prepared by the Trinity tests conducted

near Laguna. Seaver's change was simple but sweeping: he eliminated all the

material predicated on Silko's extended sense of "them," confining the scope

of Tayo's frustration to the immediate fight at hand among the friends. Seaver

shortened the passage to read: "He was certain his own sanity would be

destroyed if he did not stop them."2 5 Silko was especially angered by this

change, and wrote on her commentary, "The deletion of the words 'and all

the suffering etc.' loses the sense of the wide-reaching impact which the witch-

ery activity has upon the world." 26 Seaver's proposed revision was especially

damaging, as it stripped the climactic scene of any resonance beyond the per-

sonal conflict between the two veterans. By using the fight as a synecdochal

representation of more general conflicts, Silko succeeds in drawing together

multiple thematic lines in her novel, from veterans' personal struggles with

war disease, to the broadest threats of nuclear destruction that now face all of

humanity.
Tayo's choice of what to do, or rather not to do, during the fight has pro-

voked some critical controversy. Despite all his rage at the violence encapsu-

lated before him, Tayo does nothing to save Harley, because in order to do so

he would have to kill Emo. For Zamir, the fact that Tayo allows Harley to die,

and that his recovery follows the fight scene, suggests that his friend's death

provides a sacrificial regeneration, and thus the novel mistakenly "internalizes

the very logic of capitalist sacrifice Silko's work sets out to resist."2 7 But

Harley's death is not the source of regeneration in this scene-it is not even

its climax. The decisive moment is Tayo's choice of how to react to the death

and whether to join in the violence himself, to accede to the cycle of destruc-

tion he has been observing around him throughout the novel. His refusal to

kill Emo stands as a rejection of all resolutions rooted in violence, sacrificial

or otherwise; he opts instead for a restorative path, returning the native cattle

to the mountains and planting Ts'eh's seeds. Tayo's inaction brings an end to

the cycle of violence planned by the Destroyers: "The witchery had almost

ended the story according to its plan; Tayo had almost jammed the screw-

driver into Emo's skull the way the witchery wanted.... Their deadly ritual for

the autumn solstice would have completed by him" (C 253).
Silko and Seaver differed strongly in their visions of how the novel should

conclude. As Silko had planned from the first typescript drafts, she finished

Ceremony with a closing poem. At the end, after Tayo has avoided the
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Destroyers all night, his familv learns that Emo, the sotirce of the most imme-
diate violence in Tavo's immediate world, has fled to California. The disap-
pearanice of this threat, along with Tayo's completion of the ceremony and
restoration of the plants and cattle, suggests that the troubles have passed for
a time. After these plot details are explicated, the narrative steps back to pre-
sent a more gener-al poem addressing the larger evils at work in the typescript:

WA'hirling darkness
started its journey
with its witcherv

anid
its witcherv

has rettirned upon it.
Its witcherv

has returned
into its bellv.:2

The poem concludes witlh a four-fold repetition of the line "It is dead for
now," suggestinig that the witchery has been temporarily suppressed but not
ultimatelv defeated. The final lines of the novel address the sun-"Sunrise, /
accept this offering, / Sunrise"-in order to figure the text itself as part of the
ceremony that has been completed.2 9

Silko notes in a personal joumnal that Seaver desired a more conventional
endinig, rather than a ceremonial poem: "Dick wanted to end CEREMONY as if
it were just a novel. Mv ending makes the novel end as if it is itself a healing CER-
EMONY."30 Seaver's chanige to Silko's concludinig poetry was simple-he delet-
ed all of' it, endinig with Tavo's family's conversation about the fleeing Emo:

A.unltie paused. "I heard he went to California," she said.
"California," Tavo repeated softly, "That's a goocl place for him."
Old Grandma shook her head slowlv, and closed her cloudy eves

again. "I guess I must be getting old," she said, "because these goings-
on around Laguna don't get me excited any more." She sighed, and
laid her head back on the chair. "It seems like I already heard these
stories befoire ... only thing is, the names sound different." 3 1

Seaver's change substantially diminishes the impact not only of Silko's con-
clusioni but also of her cultur-al wor-k throughout the novel, as his ending
implies that the crutcial issue at stake for Tavo is wvhether or not he can escape
his rival. Seaver's version elides the broader issues connected to that person-
al conflict-wsar, disease, the trouble afflicting the reservation, and the global
violence jeopardizing all of humanity. Silko's original conclusion links Tavo's
resolution of his individual conflicts to humanity's broader struggle against
the witcherv unleashed by the Destroyers. Silko's version reveals that settling
the details of the Tavo-Emo plot is not the true end of the novel, but rather a
prelude to the triumph over the witchery that has haullted the world in the
preceding pages of the novel.
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Perhaps the greatest reason Seaver and subsequent interpreters have

resisted Silko's globalism is an ongoing interest in making indigenous authors

serve as cultural representatives. As Native writers breach the expected bound-

aries of indigenous literatures, they risk disappointing readers who seek in

their texts an authentic Native voice. This burden of representation has been

especially heavy since the 1970s because of an expectation, fostered by such

texts as Carlos Castafieda's The Teachings of Don Juan: A Yaqui 1Way of Knowledge

(1968) and its successors, that Native Americans should serve as wisdom-

resources to revitalize the Western reader. In this respect, Seaver's attempts to

soften Silko's cultural criticism and to reduce her world-historical designs

worked to shift her from the challenging position of globally minded author

to the more comfortable-and more marketable-role of local shaman. In

fact, many readers of Ceremony have insisted on apprehending Silko as more

mystic than author. A European scholar, for example, has praised Ceremony for

offering Westerners "those primal mythic values that are figured and refig-

ured in American Indian story."32 An American scholar has confessed that "I

had been taught ... to consider work separate from private life. I had learned

to compartmentalize my life. But Leslie Marmon Silko, that spiderwoman,

threw me a strand and as I followed its pattern through time, I came to under-

stand my life work in a new light."3 3 Although these individuals are entitled to

their own personal reader-responses, these enthusiastic testimonials run the

risk of participating in the disturbing tradition of Westerners' "going Native"

or appropriating Native culture as a method for their own regeneration.

Even when readers of Ceremony have not figured Silko as a shaman, they have

blunted her authorial power by ascribing to her a limiting representative role,

characterizing her, for example, as "the most accomplished Indian writer of her

generation."3 4 Silko has made it quite clear that she dislikes this economy of cul-

tural representation because of the lack of respect it shows to both the com-

plexities of Native culture and the complexities of authorship. She has warned

readers not to overestimate her representative power: "I hesitate to say that I am

representative of Indian poets or Indian people, or even Laguna people. I am

only one human being, one Laguna woman."3 5 Silko also has expressed frustra-

tion at the limitations inherent in the role of "accomplished Indian writer," not-

ing that "They never say Norman Mailer is the best white man writer of his

generation.... Ijust want to be known as a novelist."3 6 The richness of Ceremony

may make it impossible to read her as 'just a novelist," but one ought to beware

of reading her as a 'just a representative." It is only when one ceases to treat Silko

as a local informant that one can appreciate the scope of her achievements in

Ceremony: her hybrid narrative experiment, her depiction of the changing shape

of Laguna culture, as well as her challenging call to humanity to respond to the

destruction threatening the modem world.
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